Our Year In Numbers

2017/18

Sports Leaders UK is a regulated Awarding Organisation providing formally recognised qualifications to young people. We utilise the mediums of sport, dance, expedition & core-curricular subjects to provide young people with vital leadership skills that will last a lifetime.

Our qualifications sit on regulated frameworks alongside a suite of nationally recognised & accredited awards to support curriculums. We also use our expertise to support the delivery of qualifications, awards, programmes, curriculums & training/assessment models on behalf of other partner organisations.

We have provided opportunities for...

125,174 Young People

Here’s how we did it...
During 2017/18 we worked with 1931 Centres to run 2,690 registered courses across the UK delivering a range of new & improved leadership qualifications.

This is 2.88 Million hours of learning.

We have provided opportunities for...

125,174 young people to develop their skills and gain a leadership qualification or award (of which 54% were female and 46% male).

To deliver the courses we have trained 1,172 Leadership Tutors which equates to 6,694 hours of Professional CPD.
But it doesn’t stop there!
Our sports leaders continue to volunteer, implementing their skills & experience to deliver high quality and enjoyable leadership sessions to young people, their peers and in their community.

In total, across all our activity in 2017/18 (Course Learning, Volunteering hours and Tutor CPD) we have facilitated over

1.16 Million hours of youth volunteering!

4 Million hours of practically applied learning and volunteering!

Areas we work:
- Primary
- Secondary
- FE
- Community

Over the past year, we have facilitated over...

1.16 Million hours of youth volunteering!
Our vision

“We believe every young person should have the opportunity to realise their potential and for behavioural skill development to be recognised and promoted as essential in youth development and education.

Our future ambitions are simple: We want as many young people as possible to recognise their leadership potential; develop their employability and life skills; and become socially-conscious role models through volunteering.

To achieve this, we will become more agile in the way we work, develop more opportunities for collaborative and innovative partnerships and make leadership development more relevant to young people and the establishments that positively influence them. We look forward to working with you to make this vision a reality for future generations.”

#LearnerJourney

Richard Norman, Chief Executive.
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